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Like many scientific disciplines, neuroscience has increasingly

attempted to confront pervasive gender imbalances within the

field. While much of the conversation has centered around pub-

lishing and conference participation, recent research in other

fields has called attention to the prevalence of gender bias in

citation practices. Because of the downstream effects that ci-

tations can have on visibility and career advancement, under-

standing and eliminating gender bias in citation practices is vi-

tal for addressing inequity in a scientific community. In this

study, we sought to determine whether there is evidence of gen-

der bias in the citation practices of neuroscientists. Using data

from five top neuroscience journals, we find that reference lists

tend to include more papers with men as first and last author

than would be expected if gender were not a factor in referenc-

ing. Importantly, we show that this overcitation of men and

undercitation of women is driven largely by the citation prac-

tices of men, and is increasing over time as the field becomes

more diverse. We develop a co-authorship network to assess ho-

mophily in researchers’ social networks, and we find that men

tend to overcite men even when their social networks are rep-

resentative. We discuss possible mechanisms and consider how

individual researchers might address these findings in their own

practices.

Neuroscience | Bibliometrics | Gender
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Introduction

In recent years, science has been pushed to grapple with the

social and structural systems that produce vast gender imbal-

ances in academic participation. Research has found large

and persistent gaps in the proportion of women across scien-

tific fields and has estimated that many fields will not reach

gender equity for decades at their current trajectories (1). For

women currently or formerly in academia, gender imbalances

have persisted across various measures of academic inclu-

sion and success. Prior work has found that such inequal-

ities are present in compensation (2), grant funding (3–5),

credit for collaborative work (6), teaching evaluations (7–9),

hiring and promotions (10–12), productivity and authorship

(13–16), and citations (17–19). Importantly, while this study

focuses on gender, similar biases have been demonstrated in

domains like race, socioeconomic status, and university pres-

tige (20–22).

While many aspects of gender bias have yet to be stud-

ied within neuroscience specifically, issues of gender and di-

versity have commanded increasing attention over the past

several years. Groups like BiasWatchNeuro (biaswatch-

neuro.com), Women in Neuroscience (winrepo.org), and

Anne’s List (anneslist.net) have been created to track and

promote the inclusion of women in conferences and sym-

posia. Furthermore, major neuroscience societies have pub-

licly discussed ways to improve representation (23), and jour-

nals have sought to balance the composition of editors and

reviewers (24). On the heels of these efforts, a recent study

showed that authorship and public speaking have indeed be-

come more balanced in the last decade (25).

However, measures of authorship and conference partic-

ipation reflect only one aspect of success in a field, and the

presence of differential engagement with scholarship could

lead to prolonged inequities in other areas. Recent studies of

such differential engagement have found not only that peo-

ple from marginalized groups are broadly undercited in fields

such as communications (26) and philosophy (27), but also

that women-led research in particular tends to receive fewer

citations than comparable papers led by men in the fields of

astronomy (19), international relations (18), and political sci-

ence (28). Theoretical work has proposed a “Matilda effect”

in which the contributions of men are seen as more central

within a field and are therefore sought out more often and

evaluated more highly (29). In visual art and literary texts,

the “Bechdel test” has revealed the prevalence of cases in

which women’s contributions are not valued independently

of men’s (30, 31). The presence of such an effect in scientific

authorship would likely produce reputational and citational

inequity. In this case, women-led work could remain under-

discussed and perceived as marginal to men-led work.

Because of the potential for harmful downstream effects

of inequitable engagement with women and men’s work,

the study of citation behavior is a critical endeavor for un-

derstanding and addressing a field’s biases. Additionally,

achieving gender equity within citation lists is a goal that

can be pursued by all researchers during their paper-writing

process (unlike, for example, achieving gender equity within

keynote speaker roles). Thus, in this study we seek to de-

termine the existence and potential drivers of gender bias in
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neuroscience citations. Previous work in citation gaps has of-

ten focused on the relationship between authors’ gender and

their citation counts (18, 19), finding that work by women

tends to receive fewer citations than similar work by men. Yet

this formulation only measures the passive consequences of

gendered citation behavior, rather than directly measuring the

behavior itself. Instead, building on recent studies conducted

in international relations and political science (28, 32), we

investigate the relationship between authors’ gender and the

gender make-up of their reference lists. Using this frame-

work, we are able to quantify properties associated with au-

thors serving as both objects and agents of undercitation.

For this study, we examine the authors and reference

lists of articles published in five top neuroscience journals

since 1995. Within this pool of articles, we are able to ob-

tain probabilistic estimates of authors’ gender identity, find

connections between citing and cited papers, locate and re-

move instances of self-citation, and study the links between

authors’ genders and their role as objects/agents of underci-

tation. Specifically, we test the following hypotheses: (1)

The overall citation rate of women-led papers (defined here

as those with women as first- and/or last- author) will be

lower than expected given the papers’ relevant characteris-

tics; (2) The undercitation of women-led papers will occur

to a greater extent within men-led reference lists; (3) Under-

citation of women-led papers will be decreasing over time,

but at a slower rate within men-led reference lists; (4) Dif-

ferences in undercitation between men-led and women-led

reference lists will be partly explained by the structure of au-

thors’ social networks. Significance will be assessed for these

hypotheses using a null model that preserves the structure of

the citation graph, and all p-values will be corrected for mul-

tiple comparisons.

Results

Data description. Using Web of Science, we extracted data

on research articles, reviews, and proceedings published in

five top neuroscience journals since 1995. We selected the

journals Nature Neuroscience, Neuron, Brain, Journal of

Neuroscience, and NeuroImage, as they were reported by the

Web of Science to have the highest Eigenfactor scores (33)

among journals in the neuroscience category. In all, 61,416

articles were included in the final dataset of citing/cited pa-

pers. Full author names were provided by Web of Science

for all articles published after 2006. For all articles published

in 2006 or earlier, full names were drawn, when available,

from Crossref or the journals’ websites. To minimize missing

data, we developed an algorithm to match authors for whom

only first/middle initials were available to other authors in the

dataset with the same initials and last name (see Methods).

Gender was assigned to first names using the ‘gender’

package in R (34) with the Social Security Administration

(SSA) baby name dataset. For names that were not in-

cluded in the SSA dataset, gender was assigned using Gender

API (gender-api.com), a paid service that supports roughly

800,000 unique first names across 177 countries. We as-

signed ‘man’(‘woman’) to each author if their name had a

probability greater than or equal to 0.70 of belonging to

someone labeled as ‘man’(‘woman’) according to a given

source (28). In the SSA dataset, man/woman labels corre-

spond to the sex assigned to children at birth; in the Gender

API dataset, man/woman labels correspond to a combination

of sex assigned to children at birth and genders detected in

social media profiles. In a random sample of 200 authors,

the accuracy of these automated assignments was 0.96 (see

Supplementary Information and Tables S1-S2 for further de-

tails). Gender could be assigned to both the first and last

author of 88% of the papers in the dataset. Of the 12% of

papers with missing data, 7% were missing because either

the first- or last-author’s name had uncertain gender, and 5%

were missing because either the first- or last-author’s name

was not available. We performed the following analyses us-

ing the articles for which gender could be assigned with high

probability to both authors (n = 54,225), but sensitivity anal-

yses conducted on the full data can be found in the Supple-

mentary Information (see Table S3).

In gender theory, sex often refers to physical attributes,

as determined anatomically and physiologically, while gen-

der often refers to a self-identity, as expressed behaviorally

and in sociocultural context (35). In our analysis, the term

“gender” does not refer directly to the sex of the author, as

assigned at birth or chosen later, nor does it refer directly to

the gender of the author, as socially assigned or self-chosen.

The term “gender,” in our analysis, is a function of the prob-

ability of assigned gendered names. By “woman,” we mean

an author whose name has a probability greater than or equal

to 0.70 of being given to a child assigned female at birth or

belonging to someone identifying as a woman on social me-

dia; likewise, by “man,” we mean an author whose name has

a probability greater than or equal to 0.70 of being given to

a child assigned male at birth or belonging to someone iden-

tifying as a man on social media. The author’s actual sex or

gender is not identified.

Given the limitations of both probabilistic analyses and

of birth assignments, the authors may in fact have a sex or

gender different from the one we have assigned and/or be

intersex, transgender, or nonbinary (36, 37). In some cases,

citers will know the sex and/or gender of the authors they cite.

In many cases, they will not know but rather infer, often via

a name, the gender of the authors they cite. Instances of both

known and inferred gender have the potential to incite either

explicit or implicit bias in citing authors (i.e., where explicit

bias involves conscious cognitive processing, implicit bias is

automatic cognitive processing that presupposes social prej-

udices and stereotypes; 38–40). Our probabilistic analysis

by gendered name therefore functions to nontrivially capture

bias arising due to both known and inferred gender in citation

practices.

Trends in authorship. Across the articles in the sample,

the proportion of articles with a woman as first or last au-

thor significantly increased between 1995 and 2018, at a

rate of roughly 0.60% per year (95% CI = [0.53, 0.67]).

This trend varied across journals, with the Journal of Neu-

roscience (0.67; 95% CI = [0.57, 0.77]), NeuroImage (0.89;
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Fig. 1. Trends in author gender within top neuroscience journals between 1995 and 2018. Top panel shows the overall trends across the five journals studied. Bottom

panels show the trends within each journal. From top to bottom, panels show the proportion of articles with men as first and last author (purple), women as first author and

men as last author (green), men as first author and women as last author (gray), and women as both first and last author (orange). Note: Nature Neuroscience was not

established until 1998.

95% CI = [0.72, 1.06]), and Brain (1.16; 95% CI = [0.92,

1.41]) all showing increases between 0.65% and 1.2% per

year. Neuron showed a modest increase of 0.29% per year

(95% CI = [0.12, 0.45]), and Nature Neuroscience did not

show a clear increasing trend (0.19; 95% CI = [-0.09, 0.46]).

Across these five journals, the overall proportion of articles

that were either first- or last-authored by women increased

from 36% in 1995 to 50% in 2018 (Figure 1).

Citation imbalance relative to overall authorship pro-

portions. To quantify citation behavior within neuroscience

articles, we specifically examined the reference lists of pa-

pers published between 2009 and 2018 (n = 31,418). Thus,

while all papers in the dataset were potential cited papers,

references to citing papers refer only to those published since

2009. For each citing paper, we took the subset of its citations

that had been published in one of the above five journals since

1995 and determined the gender of the cited first and last au-

thors. We removed self-citations (defined as cited papers for

which either the first or last author of the citing paper was

first-/last-author; see Methods for further detail) from con-

sideration for all analyses presented in the main text, but see

the Supplementary Information for detailed analyses of the

role of self-citations. We then calculated the number of cited

papers that fell into each of the four first author & last au-

thor categories: man & man (MM), woman & man (WM),

man & woman (MW), and woman & woman (WW). Single-

author papers by men and women were included in the MM

and WW categories, respectively.

As a simple first step, we compared the observed number

of citations within each category to the number that would be

expected if references were drawn randomly from the pool of

papers (Figure 2A). To obtain the number that would be ex-

pected under this assumption of random draws, we calculated

the gender proportions among all papers published prior to

the citing paper – thus representing the proportion among the

pool of papers that the authors could have cited – and mul-

tiplied them by the number of papers cited. The following

section expands this naive measure to account for potential

relationships between author gender and other relevant char-

acteristics of cited papers.

Of the 303,886 citations given between 2009 and 2018,

MM papers received 61.7%, compared to 23.6% for WM

papers, 9.0% for MW papers, and 5.8% for WW papers.

The expected proportions based on the pool of citable papers

were 55.3% for MM, 26.2% for WM, 10.2% for MW, and

8.3% for WW. We defined a measure of over/undercitation

as the (observed % - expected %)/expected % (see Methods

for further details). This measure thus represents the percent

over/undercitation relative to the expected proportion. By
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Fig. 2. Construction and visualization of over/undercitation of papers based on author gender. (A) Illustration of the random draws model, in which gender proportions

in reference lists are compared to the overall gender proportions of the existing literature. Right panel shows the over/undercitation of different author gender groups compared

to their expected proportions under the random draws model. (B) Illustration of the relevant characteristics model, in which gender proportions in reference lists are compared

to gender proportions of articles that are similar to those that were cited across various domains. Right panel shows the over/undercitation of different author gender groups

compared to their expected proportions under the relevant characteristics model.

this measure, MM papers were cited 11.6% more than ex-

pected (95% CI = [11.2, 12.0]), WM papers were cited 10.1%

less than expected (95% CI = [-10.7, -9.5]), MW papers were

cited 12.5% less than expected (95% CI = [-13.6, -11.4]), and

WW papers were cited 30.2% less than expected (95% CI =

[-31.3, -29.0]). This set of percentages correspond to MM

papers being cited roughly 19,500 more times than expected,

WM papers being cited roughly 8,000 fewer times than ex-

pected, MW papers being cited roughly 3,900 fewer times

than expected, and WW papers being cited roughly 7,600

fewer times than expected.

Citation imbalance after accounting for papers’ rele-

vant characteristics. The comparison of citations to overall

authorship proportions does not take into account other im-

portant properties of published papers that may make them

more or less likely to be cited by later scholarship. The po-

tential relationship between author gender and papers’ other

relevant characteristics makes it difficult to isolate the effects

of gender on the rates at which work is cited. To address this

issue, we developed a method for calculating the probabilities

that a given citation would be for a MM, WM, MW, WW pa-

per conditional on various salient characteristics of the cited

paper. The characteristics of a paper that we selected as be-

ing potentially relevant for citation rates were 1) the year of

publication, 2) the journal in which it was published, 3) the

number of authors, 4) whether the paper was a review arti-

cle, 5) the seniority of the paper’s first and last authors. We

then sought to compare the true citation rates to the rates that

would be expected if only these non-gender characteristics

were relevant.

We obtained the estimated gender probabilities by spec-

ifying a generalized additive model (GAM) on the multino-

mial outcome of paper authorship in the four specified cate-

gories of first and last author gender. Within the GAM frame-

work, papers’ membership among these four categories was

regressed on the characteristics described above (i.e., publi-

cation date, journal, author count, binary review article sta-

tus, and first-/last-author seniority; see Methods for further

details). Since seniority is a somewhat ambiguous concept,

and is not defined in the available data, we defined authors’

seniority as the number of papers on which they had been a

first or last author in the time span of the study (1995-2018).

Thus, the estimated membership obtained for a specific arti-

cle – given by the model as a set of four probabilities that sum

to 1 – approximately represents the proportion of similar pa-

pers (i.e., same journal, published around the same time, etc.)

that fall within each of the four gender categories.

To then estimate the gendered citation behavior of recent

articles, accounting for the other relevant characteristics of

cited papers, we compared the authorship gender category of

each cited paper to its probabilities of belonging to each of

the four categories. As opposed to the previous section, in

which gender probabilities model citation as a random draw

from the existing literature, the current probabilities can be

viewed as the expected gender proportions across random

draws from a narrow pool of papers highly similar to the cited

paper (see Figure 2B). Interestingly, these probabilities can

also be framed as the expected proportions if the genders of a

cited paper’s authors were randomly swapped across highly

similar papers. Though we find the first framing slightly more

intuitive, this second framing makes clear that the presented
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results do not depend on breaking the structure of the citation

graph. In fact, the graph-preserving null model used to assess

significance is based on this second framing (see Methods for

further detail).

Summing up the number of cited papers from each cate-

gory again gives us the observed citation rates, and summing

up the authorship gender probabilities across the cited papers

gives us the new expected citation rates. As reported above,

MM papers received 61.7% of citations, compared to 23.6%

for WM papers, 9.0% for MW papers, and 5.8% for WW pa-

pers. Based on the relevant properties of cited papers, the

expected proportions were 58.6% for MM, 25.3% for WM,

9.4% for MW, and 6.7% for WW. Thus, after accounting for

salient non-gender characteristics, MM papers were still cited

5.2% more than expected (95% CI = [4.8, 5.5], p < 0.001),

WM papers were cited 6.7% less than expected (95% CI = [-

7.3, -6.0], p = 0.008), MW papers were cited 4.6% less than

expected (95% CI = [-5.7, -3.3], p = 0.86), and WW papers

were cited 13.9% less than expected (95% CI = [-15.2, -12.5],

p = 0.003). Of 303,886 total citations, these proportions cor-

respond to citations being given to MM papers roughly 9,300

more times than expected, WM papers roughly 5,100 fewer

times than expected, MW papers roughly 1,300 fewer times

than expected, and WW papers roughly 2,800 fewer times

than expected. The observed overcitation of MM papers and

undercitation of WM and WW papers provides support for

the hypothesis that the citation rate of women-led papers is

lower than expected given relevant characteristics (Hypothe-

sis 1).

The effect of authors’ gender on citation behavior. By

focusing the present analyses on the gender make-up of refer-

ence lists, as opposed to the number of citations that articles

receive, we are able to investigate the gender of the citing au-

thors in addition to that of the cited authors. Thus, in this

section we compare the gender make-up of references within

papers that had men as both first and last author (referred

to, as usual, as MM) to those within papers that had women

as either first or last author (henceforth referred to as W∪W,

comprising WM, MW, and WW papers). Of the 31,418 arti-

cles published in one of the five journals between 2009 and

2018, roughly 51% were MM and 49% were W∪W.

After separating citing articles by author gender, we find

that the imbalance within reference lists shown previously is

driven largely by the citation practices of MM teams. Specifi-

cally, within MM reference lists, other MM papers were cited

8.0% more than expected (95% CI = [7.6, 8.5], p < 0.001),

WM papers were cited 9.3% less than expected (95% CI =

[-10.2, -8.3], p < 0.001), MW papers were cited 9.0% less

than expected (95% CI = [-10.6, -7.2], p = 0.10), and WW

papers were cited 23.4% less than expected (95% CI = [-25.5,

-21.7], p < 0.001; Figure 3A, left). Within W∪W reference

lists, MM papers were cited only 2.5% more than expected

(95% CI = [2.0, 3.1], p = 0.07), WM papers were cited 4.6%

less than expected (95% CI = [-5.7, -3.7], p = 0.12), MW

papers were cited 0.1% less than expected (95% CI = [-2.0,

1.8], p > 0.99), and WW papers were cited 4.2% less than

expected (95% CI = [-6.5, -1.9], p > 0.99; Figure 3A, right).

The observed differences between MM and W∪W reference

lists were all significant (p < 0.0001), providing support for

the hypothesis that the undercitation of women-led papers oc-

curs to a greater extent within men-led reference lists (Hy-

pothesis 2).

Within the W∪W group, the citation proportions of the

WM, MW, and WW subgroups suggest a more fine-grained

link between the increased citation of women-led work and

the increased leadership role of women on the citing team

(Figure 3B). Specifically, WM teams still slightly undercite

WW papers relative to expectation, but do so at roughly half

the rate of MM teams. MW reference lists contain roughly

the expected citation proportions across gender groups, and

WW reference lists contain slightly more MW and WW pa-

pers than expected (overciting WW papers at roughly half the

rate that MM teams undercite WW papers). This moderate

overcitation of women-led work within women-led reference

lists points to a potential role of social networks in forming

authors’ mental representations of the available citable work.

This possibility is explored in detail in a later section.

Two additional considerations merit brief discussion.

First, research subfields are not accounted for when calcu-

lating expected gender proportions. To determine the extent

to which this feature impacts the presented results, we con-

ducted an analysis on the subset of Journal of Neuroscience

papers with sub-disciplinary classifications (see Supplemen-

tary Information for further detail). The inclusion of these

classifications into the model has little impact on either the

extent of citation imbalance or the discrepancy in citation be-

havior across citing author gender (Figure S3).

Second, because the citation distribution is long-tailed,

it is of particular interest to determine whether the observed

overcitation of men is driven primarily by a subset of highly

cited papers (e.g., 41). To address this question, we sep-

arately quantified over/undercitation of gender categories

within the top 50% and bottom 50% of the citation distri-

bution (see Supplementary Information for further detail).

While the papers in the top half of the distribution account

for three-quarters of all citations in the data, the patterns of

over/undercitation are highly similar for both sets (Figure

S4). This finding suggests that the observed imbalance is not

driven by a ‘rich club’ of papers authored by men.

Temporal trends of citation imbalance. In addition to the

overall citation behavior, it was of interest to quantify the

time-varying gender imbalance as the field has become more

diverse over the years. As an intuitive measure of the overci-

tation of men in the literature, we specifically examined the

absolute difference between the observed proportion of MM

citations and the expected proportion of MM citations. We

found that the gap between observed and expected propor-

tions has been growing at a rate of roughly 0.41 percentage

points per year (95% CI = [0.34, 0.49], p < 0.001). This

finding suggests that citation practices are becoming less re-

flective of an increasingly diverse body of researchers; this is

in contrast to the hypothesis that undercitation of women-led

papers will be decreasing over time (Hypothesis 3).
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Fig. 3. Relationship between author gender and gendered citation practices. (A) Degree of over/undercitation of different author genders within MM reference lists (left)

and within W∪W reference lists (right). Shows that papers with men as both first and last author overcite men to a greater extent than papers with women as either first or

last author. (B) Full breakdown of gendered citation behavior within MM, WM, MW, and WW reference lists.

Importantly, this growing gender gap does not simply re-

flect authors’ propensity to cite older literature from when the

field was more men-dominated, as the expected proportions

account for the publication year of the articles being cited.

In other words, under this construction of expected propor-

tions, both observed and expected citation rates for each gen-

der category would remain constant if authors were to simply

cite the same literature year after year. Thus, an expanding

gap between observed and expected rates suggests that either

observed proportions of MM citations are increasing (e.g.,

authors are citing more men than they used to), expected pro-

portions of MM citations are decreasing (e.g., the newer lit-

erature is written by a more diverse field of authors), or some

combination of both.

Similar to the overall tendency of MM teams to overcite

other MM papers to a greater extent than W∪W teams do,

we found that the degree of overcitation has been increasing

faster within MM reference lists than within W∪W reference

lists. Specifically, the absolute difference between the ob-

served and expected proportions of MM citations is growing

at a rate of 0.54 percentage points per year (95% CI = [0.43,

0.63], p < 0.001; Figure 4A, left) within MM reference lists,

and it is growing at a rate of 0.29 percentage points per year

(95% CI = [0.17, 0.40], p = 0.023; Figure 4A, right) within

W∪W reference lists. The fact that overcitation of MM pa-

pers is rising faster in MM reference lists than W∪W refer-

ence lists (p = 0.014) is related to the second aspect of Hy-

pothesis 3, though the predicted temporal trend is flipped.

Further analysis revealed that the increasing overcitation

of men in MM reference lists, and the moderately increasing

overcitation of men in W∪W reference lists, reflect relatively

stable citation proportions for MM papers in the face of de-

creasing expected proportions over time (Figure 4B). Specif-

ically, the proportion of MM papers within MM reference

lists has been increasing slightly, at a rate of roughly 0.15

percentage points per year (95% CI = [0.03, 0.26]). This pro-

portion has not been clearly increasing or decreasing within

W∪W reference lists, changing with a rate of -0.08 percent-

age points per year (95% CI = [-0.19, 0.04]). These findings

demonstrate that although the rate at which scholars cite men

has been relatively stable, this lack of change has led gender

proportions within reference lists to be increasingly unrepre-

sentative of the diversifying field.

The relationship between social networks and citation

behavior. Recent work has shown that researchers are more

likely to work with other researchers of their own gender (i.e.,

homophily exists within co-authorship networks), and that

such homophily in social networks can produce biased per-

ceptions of the overall gender make-up of a network (42, 43).

Since homophily-driven perception biases in the overall gen-

der make-up of the field could be a potential driver of the

overcitation of men by men, and slight overcitation of women

by women, we sought to estimate and isolate the relationships

between authors’ social networks and their citation behav-

ior. Because citations occur at the level of individual pub-
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Fig. 4. Temporal trends in citation rates across cited and citing author gender. (A) Extent of over/undercitation across author gender categories over time, within MM

(left) and W∪W (right) reference lists. (B) Observed (solid line) and expected (dotted line) citation proportions within MM reference lists (left) and W∪W reference lists (right).

Within each section, top left shows the observed/expected proportion of citations given to MM papers over time, top right shows WM papers, bottom left shows MW papers,

and bottom right shows WW papers. The figure demonstrates relatively static observed proportions across groups, while expected proportions change to reflect increasing

diversity within the field.

lished papers, we developed two metrics to quantify gender

imbalance within social networks at the paper level. Specif-

ically, these measures consider the co-authorship network of

the first and last authors of a given paper at the time of the

paper’s publication. Thus, two papers written by the same

authors may have different values for these measures, since

the co-authorship network surrounding the authors may have

changed over time.

For a given paper, p, the first metric, which we refer

to as man author overrepresentation, is defined as the dif-

ference between 1) the proportion of men within p’s author-

neighborhood (defined as the union of researchers who had

previously co-authored a paper with either the first or last au-

thor of p), and 2) the overall proportion of men within the

network at the time of p’s publication. The second metric,

which we refer to as MM paper overrepresentation, gives the

difference between 1) the proportion of MM papers within

p’s paper-neighborhood (defined as the union of all papers

written by p’s first author, last author, or any of their previ-

ous co-authors), and 2) the overall proportion of MM papers

within the network at the time of p’s publication. Visual ex-

amples of these two measures can be seen in Figure 5A-B

(see Methods for further details).

We found that across groups, co-authorship networks

tended to have more men than the field as a whole, but

this overrepresentation of men within co-authorship networks

was especially pronounced in the networks of MM teams.

Specifically, the median MM team had roughly 8.2% more

men in their co-authorship network than the field’s base rate

(95% CI = [8.0, 8.4]), compared to the median WW team,

which had roughly 3.8% more men in their network than

the field’s base rate (95% CI = [3.3, 4.5]). Mixed gender

teams fell in the middle, with their networks being comprised

of around 6% more men than the field’s base rate (WM =

6.4, 95% CI = [6.1, 6.7]; MW = 5.7, 95% CI = [5.2, 6.1];

Figure 5C). The overrepresentation of MM papers among

those written by authors’ previous collaborators also differed

based on citing authors’ gender. Yet in this case, MM papers

were overrepresented relative to their overall proportion only

within the social networks of MM teams (+4.2%, 95% CI =

[4.1, 4.4]) and WM teams (+2.5%, 95% CI = [2.3, 2.8]). MM

papers were roughly proportionally represented within net-

works of MW teams (+0.7%, 95% CI = [0.2, 1.0]) and were

slightly underrepresented within networks of WW teams (-

0.4%, 95% CI = [-0.8, -0.1]; Figure 5C).

Because gendered differences in social networks tended

to follow similar patterns to gendered differences in citation

behavior, it was of interest to determine the degree to which

the composition of authors’ networks accounts for overci-

tation of men. For this analysis, we again utilized the ab-

solute difference between the observed proportion of MM

citations within a paper’s reference list and the expected

proportion based on the characteristics of the cited papers.

Without accounting for differences in authors’ social net-
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Fig. 5. Visualization of co-authorship network composition measures. (A) Example region of a co-authorship network, where a specific article (edge) and the first and

last author (nodes) are highlighted. (B) Examples of the calculation of man author overrepresentation (MAor ; top) and MM paper overrepresentation (MMPor ; bottom)

for the highlighted article. Here, MAor is the difference between the local proportion of men (purple nodes) and the overall proportion of men. The quantity MMPor is

the difference between the local proportion of MM papers (purple edges) and the overall proportion of MM papers. (C) Differences in the local network composition based on

author gender. The panel shows that papers with more women tend to have less overrepresentation of men and man-led papers within their local networks.

works, we found that the median MM team overcites MM

papers by roughly 5.5 percentage points (95% CI = [5.1, 5.8],

p < 0.001), compared to 3.0 for WM teams (95% CI = [2.6,

3.6], p < 0.001), 2.4 for MW teams (95% CI = [1.6, 2.9],

p = 0.008), and -0.7 for WW teams (95% CI = [-1.7, 0.3],

p > 0.99; Figure 6A).

To estimate and account for the role of authors’ social

networks, we modeled papers’ degree of MM overcitation as

a function of author gender category, man author overrep-

resentation, and MM paper overrepresentation. Because the

overcitation measure is bounded and skewed, we performed

quantile regression to obtain estimates of the conditional me-

dian (see Methods for further details). Both MM paper over-

representation and man author overrepresentation were inde-

pendently associated with MM overcitation; a one percent-

age point increase in local overrepresentation of MM papers

corresponded to a 0.24 percentage point increase in median

MM overcitation (95% CI = [0.21, 0.28], p < 0.001), and

a one percentage point increase in local overrepresentation

of man authors corresponded to a 0.09 percentage point in-

crease in median MM overcitation (95% CI = [0.05, 0.12],

p < 0.001). These relationships are consistent after account-

ing for author seniority, though they appear to be slightly

stronger among more senior teams (see Supplementary In-

formation and Figure S5 for further detail). Thus, the data do

support the hypothesis that there is a relationship between lo-

cal co-authorship networks and citation behavior (Hypothesis

4).

However, after accounting for the degree of overrepre-

sentation of both men and MM papers within authors’ social

networks, differences in citation behavior remained across

citing authors’ gender. Specifically, conditional on authors’

networks being representative of the field as a whole (i.e.,

local overrepresentation of men = 0 and local overrepresen-

tation of MM papers = 0), the median MM team would still

be expected to overcite MM papers by roughly 3.5 percent-

age points (95% CI = [3.1, 3.9], p < 0.001), compared to 1.9

for WM teams (95% CI = [1.4, 2.5], p = 0.023), 1.6 for MW

teams (95% CI = [0.7, 2.3], p = 0.18), and -0.4 for WW teams

(95% CI = [-1.0, 0.7], p > 0.99; Figure 6B). These results

suggest that local homophily explains only part of the overci-

tation of men by other men. The findings also demonstrate

that only WW papers tend to cite the expected proportion of

MM papers both before and after accounting for network ef-

fects, while mixed or two-man teams tend to overcite MM

papers in both cases.

Notably, accounting for network effects has almost no

impact on the temporal trend of MM overcitation. Specif-

ically, we find that the degree to which MM papers are

overcited in reference lists has been increasing at an almost

identical rate of ∼0.45 percentage points per year both be-

fore (0.44, 95% CI = [0.34, 0.54]; Figure 6C) and after (0.46,

95% CI = [0.33, 0.55]; Figure 6D) accounting for network

measures. This trend suggests that although social networks

are associated with the magnitude of MM overcitation, they

are likely not a driver of reference lists being increasingly

unrepresentative over time.
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Fig. 6. Overcitation of MM papers before and after accounting for local network composition. (A) Overcitation of MM papers by author gender. The panel shows that

MM, WM, and MW papers tend to overcite MM papers relative to expectation, while WW papers cite MM and W∪W papers at roughly the expected rate. (B) Overcitation of

MM papers by author gender, after accounting for network effects. The panel shows that local network composition explains some of the group differences, but the general

pattern remains. (C) Overcitation of MM papers is increasing over time across groups. (D) Overcitation is increasing over time across groups even after accounting for

authors’ social network effects.

Discussion

Like many scientific disciplines, the field of neuroscience

currently faces many structural and social inequities, includ-

ing marked gender imbalances (25). While the task of ad-

dressing these imbalances often depends in part on people

in positions of power (e.g., journal editors (24), grant re-

viewers and agencies (3–5), department chairs (10–12), and

presidents of scientific societies (23)), many imbalances are

caused and perpetuated by researchers at all levels. One ex-

ample is imbalance within citation practices (17, 18). Al-

though the usefulness of citations as a measure of scientific

value is tenuous (44), the engagement that they represent can

affect how central to a field scholars are viewed to be by their

peers (17). This impact on perception can then have down-

stream effects on conference invitations, grant and fellowship

awards, tenure and promotion, inclusion in syllabi, and even

student evaluations. As a result, understanding and eliminat-

ing gender bias in citation practices is vital for addressing

gender imbalances in a field.

In this study, we sought to determine whether there is ev-

idence of gender bias in neuroscience citations, and whether

that bias itself differs based on the gender of the citing au-

thors. We indeed found evidence that neuroscience refer-

ence lists tend to include more papers with men as first and

last author than would be expected if gender was not a fac-

tor. Importantly, this overcitation of men and undercita-

tion of women is driven largely by the citation practices of

men. Specifically, papers with men as first and last author

overcite other man/man papers by 8% relative to the expected

proportion, undercite woman/man papers by 9%, undercite

man/woman papers by 9%, and undercite woman/woman pa-

pers by 23%. Papers with women in one or both primary

authorship positions overcite man/man papers by 2.5%, un-

dercite woman/man papers by 4.5%, undercite man/woman

papers by 0.1%, and undercite woman/woman papers by 4%.

These results are consistent with results from other fields

that show that men are less likely to cite work by women

(17, 18, 28).

Gender inequity in general — and, one might therefore

argue, gender inequity in citational practices — is understood

to result from both systemic bias and individual bias. Sys-

temic bias, also known as institutional bias, refers to discrim-

inatory values, practices, and mechanisms that function at the

intergroup level in the domain of social institutions (45). In-

dividual bias may be either explicit or implicit. Explicit bias

is consciously held or expressed prejudice against a particu-

lar group or an individual of that group, resulting in material,

psychological, or physical harms (46). Implicit bias, on the

other hand, is a set of subconsciously harbored discrimina-

tory attitudes against a particular group or an individual of

that group, which can result in prejudicial speech and social

behaviors (40, 47). Implicit bias is traceable in individual

attitudes (and resulting actions) relative to something as con-

crete as physical appearance and as abstract as a mere name.

Indeed, implicit bias with respect to names has been shown

in studies of race-based (48, 49) and gender (7, 50) discrimi-
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nation. The undercitation of women in neuroscience papers,

therefore, may be due to systemic gender bias or to explicit or

implicit individual bias relative either to the known gender of

an author or to an author’s gendered name. Our analysis thus

extends and contributes to existing literature on bias, gender

inequity, and citational practices.

Recent work has also shown that homophily in social

networks (i.e., an increased likelihood of being connected to

people of the same gender) can lead to biases in individuals’

perceptions of the overall proportion of men and women (43).

Prior work has indeed found evidence for homophily in sci-

entific collaboration (42, 51). In this context, such an effect

could potentially drive overall imbalance and differential ci-

tation behavior between men-led and women-led teams. To

determine the degree to which homophily in researchers’ so-

cial networks explains the prevalence of men overciting other

men, we developed a co-authorship network and measured

the degree to which men (and man-led papers) were overrep-

resented in authors’ local neighborhoods. We find that while

these features are indeed associated with authors’ overcita-

tion of men, man/man papers are still overcited in the refer-

ence lists of other man/man papers, and to a lesser extent in

reference lists of woman/man and man/woman papers, even

after accounting for network effects. The reference lists of

woman/woman papers are the only group that tend to cite

man/man papers at the expected rate. These results, while

consistent with the presence of some homophily effect, show

that men tend to overcite other men even if their social net-

works are representative of the field.

There are several possible mechanisms that could ex-

plain the remaining difference in citation behavior between

man-led teams and woman-led teams. One obvious expla-

nation is greater conscious or unconscious bias among men,

which could lead them to evaluate woman-led work more

harshly and thus be more hesitant to cite such work. This

explanation would be consistent with studies that have shown

evaluative bias in the realms of graduate admissions (52), fac-

ulty hiring (2), grant funding (5), and promotion (12).

Other explanations, like the overrepresentation of men

in course syllabi (53) and in conference speaking roles (25),

could partly explain the difference between groups (e.g.,

women may take more courses taught by women, who dis-

cuss and assign more work by women). Yet mechanisms like

these would likely be more consistent with an overall overci-

tation of men that does not differ based on the gender of the

citing authors. In that case, the fact that teams with more

women display less gender citation bias could be explained

by their conscious efforts to seek out and cite work by other

women. If this is the case, it is plausible that women’s at-

tempts to address gender imbalance could make their citation

practices more representative of their fields, while men’s in-

difference or lack of awareness could lead to the propagation

of imbalances present in syllabi and conferences.

Regardless of the mechanisms that drive these imbal-

ances, greater awareness of existing (and persisting, and

even increasing) imbalances in citation practices is likely

an important step in heightening researchers’ willingness

to address these issues. Recent work has laid out guide-

lines for responsible citation practices (54), which include

consideration of gender imbalance. There also exist tools

to probabilistically measure the proportion of women and

men within course syllabi and reference lists (55). Vari-

ous organizations also provide information that can assist

researchers in creating representative reference lists. These

include BiasWatchNeuro (biaswatchneuro.com), which pub-

lishes base rates for different subfields within neuroscience,

and Women in Neuroscience (winrepo.org) and Anne’s List

(anneslist.net), which contain detailed, searchable databases

of women in neuroscience and their areas of expertise. Neu-

roscience might also consider having a reference list that rep-

resents additional axes of marginalization (e.g. gender, race,

class, sexuality, disability, citizenship, etc.), given both the

intersectional discrimination of women in the academy (56)

and the aspiration to address social inequities in the field

more broadly. The American Philosophical Association’s UP

Directory (57) provides a potential reference point for this

type of inclusive list.

Addressing the identified imbalances will require re-

searchers, particularly men, to make use of available re-

sources and engage in more thoughtful citation practices. Ef-

forts can also be made by journal editors and reviewers to

inform authors of these issues and encourage transparency

within manuscripts. This paper, for example, includes a Ci-

tation gender diversity statement that describes the gender

make-up of its reference list. Educating graduate students

about citation practices will also be vital, and such discus-

sions could potentially be included in the NIH and NSF’s

“responsible conduct of research (RCR)" requirements.

Beyond a growing individual and collective thoughtful-

ness, paired with ad-hoc efforts, to achieve gender balance in

neuroscience reference lists, the ethics of citation practices

remain to be further defined. Righting social inequities may

be accomplished on a number of different models. On the

distributive model, for example, justice refers to the morally

proper distribution of social goods and resources or, in this

case, citations (58). Exactly how that distribution ought to

be circumscribed, however, remains in question. On the

equality-based distributive model, citations ought to be allo-

cated to all authors equally; while on the equity-based dis-

tributive model, citations ought to be allocated to authors

differentially based upon select factors, which may include

merit, need, or authority (59, 60). The distributive paradigm

on the whole, however, is limited insofar as it emphasizes

commodity parity across economies of exchange over differ-

ential responsibility for histories and structures of inequality

(61, 62). Difference models, by contrast, recommend acts of

reparative justice (63), which might include affirmative ac-

tion (64) in citational practices, institutional reform to sup-

port citation parity, and disciplinary redress of gender bias

more broadly.

Distributive and difference-based models raise a series

of important questions for citation ethics in neuroscience.

Should gender balance in citation practices reflect random

distributions or distributions tuned to relevant features (and,
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if so, which features)? Are such distributional structures suf-

ficient either to correct for a history of underrepresentation

or to secure a future of equitable representation? Given the

lassitude with which social change occurs—and the worsen-

ing of gender imbalance in citation practices in neuroscience

overall—is it justifiable for some research teams to overcite

papers produced by women-led teams wherever possible?

Might the effects of systemic gender bias on undercitation

practices be counteracted by the significant employment of

women in field-specific decision-making bodies, reforming

checkpoints, and professional activism? And, given the func-

tion of implicit bias and its capacity for correction via experi-

ence, should researchers of all genders commit to collaborat-

ing more robustly with women and other gender minorities?

Overall, the work of citation is an important element in

the research ethics of any field. Insofar as citation patterns

today have inescapable effects on the future of neuroscience,

citational practices in the field warrant more serious attention.

Limitations and future work. This work is subject to sev-

eral limitations. First, this study focuses on citing and cited

articles published in five top neuroscience journals. Although

this focus has the benefit of reducing the confounding effects

of journal prestige, it also likely limits the degree to which the

results can be generalized to neuroscience as a whole. Future

work would be needed to understand the role of more spe-

cialized journals. Additionally, this study does not address

the potential effects of authors’ institutional prestige (22). As

a result, a combination of gender imbalance in hiring and

prestige-based citation behavior could introduce bias in the

results. Future work could attempt to quantify and isolate the

effect of departmental prestige in this context.

Importantly, the methods used for gender determination

are limited to binary man/woman gender assignments. This

study design, therefore, is not well accommodated to inter-

sex, transgender, and/or non-binary identities, and incorrectly

assumes that all authors in the dataset can be placed into one

of two categories. Ideally, future work will be able to move

beyond the gender binary, potentially by applying methods

that utilize pronouns or other forms of self-identification. The

current study is also limited to investigating biases solely

along gender lines. Future work could extend these types of

analyses to examine biases along, for example, race or eth-

nicity, as well as their intersection with gender.

Efforts to expand the methodological scope of this study

could build on the analysis of collaboration networks. While

the present study investigates the role of network structure

in citation behavior, prior work has found that the gender

(51, 65), ethnic (66), and international (67, 68) composition

of scholars’ collaboration networks can be related to scien-

tific impact and career success. Such effects in this data could

provide additional information about mechanisms and poten-

tial points of intervention. Additionally, future work could in-

corporate longitudinal within-author analyses of citation be-

havior. Such analyses may provide a better understanding of

how authors’ practices change over time and are impacted by

the gender of their co-authors; this knowledge could facilitate

more individualized recommendations.

Methods

Data collection. We drew data for this study from the Thomson

Reuters’ Web of Science (WoS) database. The Web of Science

database indexes neuroscience journals according to the Science Ci-

tation Index Expanded, and we selected the neuroscience journals

with the five highest Eigenfactor scores for study. Eigenfactor scores

give a count of incoming citations, where citations are weighted by

the impact of the citing journal. Therefore, this measure roughly

mimics the classic version of Google page rank, and attempts to

characterize the influence a journal has within its field (33, 69). The

journals selected were Brain, Journal of Neuroscience, Nature Neu-

roscience, NeuroImage, and Neuron.

All articles published between 1995 and 2018 were down-

loaded, and articles classified as articles, review articles, or proceed-

ings papers that were labeled with a Digital Object Identifier (DOI)

were included in the analyses. The data downloaded from WoS in-

cluded papers’ author names, reference lists, publication dates, and

DOI, and we obtained information on each paper’s referencing be-

havior by matching DOIs contained within a reference list to DOIs

of papers included in the dataset.

Although authors’ last names were included for all papers, au-

thors’ first names were only regularly included in the data for papers

published after 2006. For all papers published in or before 2006, we

searched for author first names using Crossref’s API. When first

names were not available on Crossref, we searched for them on the

journals’ webpage for the given article. To minimize the number of

papers for which we only had access to authors’ initials, to remove

self-citations, and to develop a co-authorship network, we imple-

mented a name disambiguation algorithm.

Author name disambiguation. To minimize missing data, allow

for name gender assignment, and allow for author matching across

papers, we implemented an algorithm to disambiguate authors for

whom different versions of their given name or initials were avail-

able across papers. We began by separating first and last names

according to the method used by the given source (e.g., WoS typi-

cally used “last, first; last, first”). We then identified cases in which

only initials were available after the previously described searching

steps by marking authors for whom the first name entry contained

only uppercase letters (as we found that many initials-only entries

did not contain periods).

For each case, we collected all other entries that contained the

same first/middle initials and the same last name. If only one unique

first/middle name matched the initials of the given entry, or if dis-

tinct matches were all variants of the same name, we assigned that

name to the initials. If there were multiple names in the dataset that

fit the initial/last name combination of the given entry, then we did

not assign a name to the initials. For example, if an entry listed an

author as R. J. Dolan, and we found matches under Ray J. Dolan

and Raymond J. Dolan, we would replace the R. J. Dolan entry with

the more common completed variant. If, instead, we found matches

under Ray J. Dolan and Rebecca J. Dolan, we would not assign a

name to the original R. J. Dolan entry.

Next we matched different name variants for the sake of track-

ing individual authors across their papers. To find and connect

variants, we searched for instances of author entries with match-

ing last names and either the same first name or first names that

were listed as being commonly used nicknames according to the

Secure Open Enterprise Master Patient Index (70). If there were no

matches that fit that description, the name was retained. If there was

one match that occurred more commonly, the less common variant

was changed to the more common variant. If there were multiple
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matches that did not have any conflicting initials (some having a

middle initial and others not having one was not considered conflict-

ing), then less common variants were changed to the more common

variant. If there were multiple matches that did have conflicting ini-

tials (e.g., Ray Dolan being matched to both Raymond S. Dolan and

Raymond J. Dolan), then the target name was not changed.

There are three primary ways that incorrect author disambigua-

tion could impact the results presented in this study. First, inability

to link initials to an author’s first name would yield missing data for

papers that only included the author’s initials. These papers would

then not be included in the analyses as either cited or citing papers.

Second, inability to link two versions of an author’s name (e.g., Ray

Dolan and Raymond Dolan) would lead to the inclusion of some

self-citations into the author’s analyzed reference lists. This could

lead to slightly inflated rates of authors citing other authors of the

same gender, though sensitivity analyses suggest that this effect is

essentially non-existent in the present data (see Supplementary In-

formation and S6). Third, incorrectly linking Author A to Author B

would lead to the unnecessary removal of some citations (i.e., any

of Author B’s references to Author A’s work would be removed as

self-citations). Though this is likely a rare occurrence, its presence

would lead to slightly decreased rates of authors citing other authors

of the same gender.

Author gender determination. For all authors with available first

names, we carried out the process of gender determination in two

steps. First, we used the Social Security Administration (SSA)

database as implemented in the ‘gender’ R package (34), which re-

turns the proportion of matching baby names given to infants as-

signed female or male at birth between the years 1932 and 2012.

The assignment of “woman” was given to names with greater than a

0.7 probability of being assigned female at birth, and the assignment

of “man” was given to names with greater than a 0.7 probability of

being assigned male at birth. Because this database is primarily use-

ful for United States-based authors, we used Gender API as a sec-

ondary source for any names that had a probability between 0.3 and

0.7 or were not present in the SSA database. To determine the ex-

tent of potential gender mislabeling, we conducted a manual study

on a sample of 200 authors. The relative accuracy of the automated

determination procedure at the level of both individual authors (Ac-

curacy ≈ 0.96; Table S1) and article gender categories (Accuracy ≈
0.92; Table S2) can be seen in the Supplementary Information. Be-

cause errors in gender determination would break the links between

citation behavior and author gender, any incorrect estimation in the

present data likely biases the results towards the null.

Removal of self-citations. For this study, self-citations were re-

moved from all analyses of gendered citation behavior. Though

self-citations themselves have been found to have relevant gendered

properties (71), their removal in this study allows us to isolate more

comparable external citation behaviors of men and women in the

field. In the Supplementary Information, we further explore the role

of self-citations in this data. Specifically, Figure S1 shows the im-

pact of including self-citations on the main results, and Table S7

shows the relative prevalence of self-citations across author genders.

For the primary analyses, we defined self-citations as papers

for which either the cited first or last author was the first or last

author on the citing paper. While this is a somewhat restrictive defi-

nition, it is the only type of self-citation for which the author gender

of the cited paper is necessarily determined by the author gender

of the citing paper. In the Supplementary Information, we demon-

strate that using broader definitions of self-citation has little to no

impact on the results. Specifically, Table S8 shows the results when

the entire author list of the citing paper was considered in the def-

inition of self-citations, and Table S9 shows the results when the

entire author list of the cited paper was considered in the definition

of self-citations.

Statistical analysis. Many analyses conducted in this study rely

on comparisons between observed citation behavior and the rates at

which MM, WM, MW, and WW papers would be expected to ap-

pear in reference lists if gender was irrelevant. To obtain expected

rates that account for various characteristics that may be associ-

ated with gender, we fit a generalized additive model (GAM) on the

multinomial outcome {MM, WM, MW, WW}, in which the model’s

features were 1) month and year of publication, 2) combined num-

ber of publications by the first and last authors, 3) number of total

authors on the paper, 4) the journal in which it was published, and

5) whether it was a review paper. When this model is then applied

to each paper, it yields a set of probabilities that the paper belongs

to the MM, WM, MW, and WW categories, respectively. Impor-

tantly, this model does not predict the number of citations given to

individual papers. Instead, it facilitates the calculation of the rates

at which different gender categories would be expected to appear

in reference lists if author gender was independent of citation rates,

conditional on the other characteristics in the model. The GAM was

fit using the ‘mgcv’ package in R (72), using penalized thin plate

regression splines for estimating smooth terms of publication date,

author experience, and team size.

Estimates in this study are presented with either a confidence

interval, a p-value, or both. Confidence intervals in this study were

calculated by bootstrapping citing papers (i.e., randomly sampling

citing papers with replacement). As opposed to bootstrapping indi-

vidual instances of citations, this method maintains the dependence

structure of the clusters of cited articles within citing articles. The

null model used to obtain p-values was derived from the random-

ization of cited papers’ author gender categories. Randomization

was carried out by probabilistically drawing new gender categories

for each paper according to their GAM-estimated gender probabili-

ties. Randomly sampling gender categories for each paper therefore

produces a null model in which cited author gender is conditionally

independent of citation rates and citing author gender (conditional

on the characteristics included in the GAM model), while the struc-

ture of the citation graph and the long-tailed nature of the citation

distribution are both preserved. 10,000 randomizations were carried

out to calculate p-values (see Table S10 for means and standard er-

rors of estimated quantities across randomizations, and Figure S2

for a visualization of the null distributions). Because significance is

assessed for multiple primary comparisons, all presented p-values

were corrected according to the Holm-Bonferroni method (73).

In the following sections, we describe the formal statistical

analysis that we used to address the four distinct hypotheses. In

each subsection we state the hypothesis first, followed by the anal-

ysis used to test it. All hypotheses were tested for the set of articles

published between 2009 and 2018. We decided to specifically con-

sider reference lists from the past 10 years to ensure that estimates of

over/undercitation reflected current behavior, and were not a result

of aggregating over disparate eras of neuroscience research.

Hypothesis 1: The overall citation rate of women-led papers

will be lower than expected given papers’ relevant charac-

teristics. To test this hypothesis, we first estimated the expected

number of citations given to each author gender category. We cal-

culated this expectation by summing over the GAM-estimated prob-

abilities for all papers contained within the reference lists of citing

papers. These totals, therefore, reflect the expected number of ci-
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tations given to MM, WM, MW, and WW papers if author gender

was conditionally independent of citation behavior, given the paper

characteristics included in the model described above.

To calculate the observed number of citations given to each

group, we simply summed over the {MM, WM, MW, WW} dummy

variable for all of the papers contained within the reference lists

of papers published between 2009 and 2018. These values were

compared by calculating the percent difference from expectation for

each author gender group. For example, for WW papers, this per-

cent change in citation would be defined as,

∆W W =
obsW W − expW W

expW W
,

where obsW W is the number of citations given to WW papers be-

tween 2009 and 2018, and expW W is the expected number of cita-

tions given to WW papers between 2009 and 2018.

Notably, performing the summation over all citations results

in the upweighting of articles with many citations, and the down-

weighting of articles with few citations. This approach helps to

improve the stability of the estimates, but could potentially be sen-

sitive high-influence observations. To determine the impact of this

decision, we conducted sensitivity analyses in which we used the

mean of article-level over/undercitation, and found little difference

between the two estimation strategies (see Supplementary Informa-

tion and Table S5 for further details).

Hypothesis 2: The undercitation of women-led papers will

occur to a greater extent within men-led reference lists. To

test this hypothesis, we used very similar metrics to those described

in the previous section. The primary difference is that instead of

calculating the observed and expected citations by summing over

the citations within all reference lists between 2009 and 2018, in

this section we performed those summations separately for refer-

ence lists in papers with men as first and last author (MM papers)

and papers with women as first or last author (W∪W papers). For

example, to estimate the over/undercitation of WW papers within

the reference lists of MM papers, we define,

∆
(MM)
W W

=
obs

(MM)
W W

− exp
(MM)
W W

exp
(MM)
W W

,

where obs
(MM)
W W

is the total number of citations given to WW papers

within MM reference lists, and exp
(MM)
W W

is the expected number of

citations given to WW papers within MM reference lists.

Hypothesis 3: Undercitation of women-led papers will be de-

creasing over time, but at a slower rate within men-led ref-

erence lists. As there are four separate measures representing over

or undercitation of each author group, we calculated change in the

overcitation of men over time using the simple measure of the abso-

lute difference between the observed proportion of MM papers cited

and the expected proportion of MM papers cited. This measure of

change is given by,

δMM,year =
obsMM,year − expMM,year

obsyear
,

where obsyear is the total number of citations within a given year,

obsMM,year is the number of citations given to MM papers in a

specific year, and expMM,year is the expected number of citations

given to MM papers in a specific year. The change in the overci-

tation of men over time is estimated using a linear regression of

δMM,year on year; the confidence interval of this estimate is ob-

tained using the article bootstrap procedure; and significance is as-

sessed using the graph-preserving null model.

Similarly, to estimate the change in overcitation of MM pa-

pers separately within MM reference lists and W∪W reference lists,

we defined group-specific measures of yearly overcitation. For ex-

ample, overcitation of MM papers within MM reference lists for a

specific year would be given by,

δ
(MM)
MM,year

=
obs

(MM)
MM,year

− exp
(MM)
MM,year

obs
(MM)
year

,

where obs
(MM)
year is the total number of citations within MM refer-

ence lists in a specific year, obs
(MM)
MM,year

is the number of citations

given to MM papers within MM reference lists in a specific year,

and exp
(MM)
MM,year

is the expected number of citations given to MM

papers within MM reference lists in a specific year.

Hypothesis 4: Differences in undercitation between men-led

and women-led reference lists will be partly explained by

the structure of authors’ social networks. To test this hypothe-

sis, we developed a temporal co-authorship network in which nodes

were individual authors (only authors who appeared as first or last

author in at least one paper in the dataset were included), and bi-

nary edges represented the fact that two authors had appeared on at

least one paper together prior to a given date. It is of interest in this

section to estimate the relationship between authors’ local network

composition and their citation behavior. Because citation behavior

occurs at the level of a reference list within a specific paper with

both a first and a last author (rather than at the level of a single

node, or author), we sought to define two measures of local network

composition at the paper level. For the purposes of these analyses,

we consider a paper to be the set {af ,al,m}, where af is the first

author, al is the last author, and m is the month of publication. We

then define a paper’s local neighborhood of authors, N
p
a , to be the

authors that are connected by shared publication to either af or al

prior to month m. We also define a paper’s local neighborhood of

papers, N
p
p , to be the union of all papers authored by anyone within

N
p
a prior to month m.

The two measures of local network composition are man au-

thor overrepresentation and MM paper overrepresentation. We de-

fine man author overrepresentation as the difference between the

proportion of men within a paper’s local author neighborhood, N
p
a ,

and that of the overall network. For paper p, this measure is there-

fore given by,

MAor(p) = πM,N
p

a
− πM ,

where πM is the proportion of men in the full co-authorship net-

work, and πM,N
p

a
is the proportion of men within paper p’s local

author neighborhood. Similarly, we define MM paper overrepre-

sentation as the difference between the proportion of MM articles

within a paper’s local paper neighborhood, N
p
p , and that of the over-

all network. For paper p, this measure is therefore given by,

MMPor(p) = πMM,N
p

p
− πMM ,

where πMM is the overall proportion of MM articles within the

data, and πMM,N
p

p
is the proportion of MM articles within paper

p’s local paper neighborhood.

To estimate the relationship between these metrics and the de-

gree of overcitation of men within reference lists, we defined a

paper-level measure of the absolute difference between the observed

and expected proportion of MM papers. Similar to the previously
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described δ
(MM)
MM,year

measure that quantified the overcitation of

MM papers within all MM reference lists from a given year, here

we define a measure of overcitation within an individual paper, p. It

is given by,

δ
(p)
MM

=
obs

(p)
MM

− exp
(p)
MM

obs(p)
,

where obs
(p)
MM

is the number of MM citations within paper p’s ref-

erence list, exp
(p)
MM

is the expected number of MM citations within

paper p’s reference list based on the GAM-estimated assignment

probabilities of each cited paper, and obs(p) is the total number of

candidate citations within paper p’s reference list.

The relationships between δ
(p)
MM

, MMPor(p), MAor(p), and

{MM,W M,MW,W W } are estimated using weighted quantile

regression, with the MM overcitation metric, δ
(p)
MM

, as the out-

come. We performed quantile regression because of the bounded

and skewed nature of the δ
(p)
MM

measure, but the results of a sensi-

tivity analysis using linear regression can be found in Table S11. We

define the weights to be equal to the number of candidate citations

within a given paper’s reference list; this choice gives higher weight

to papers for which the outcome is more stable. Results from an un-

weighted model can be found in Table S5. We also take the τ value

of the quantile regression formula to be 0.5, resulting in a model fit

to the median of the outcomes. Confidence intervals are again ob-

tained by the article bootstrap method, and significance is assessed

using the graph-preserving null model.
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Validation of gender determination. Because of the degree to which the results presented in this work rely on accurate estimation of

author genders, it was vital to understand the performance of the gender determination methods in this data. To test the performance of the

gender assignments, a random sample of 100 papers were drawn from the full data, yielding 200 first and last author names. For each of

these 200 authors, manual gender determination was conducted by assigning inferred gender via publicly available pronouns (e.g., on lab

websites or social media pages). Although authors who use ‘she’/‘her’(‘he’/‘him’) may identify as any number of genders, their gender

is most likely to be ‘woman’(‘man’) and least likely to be ‘man’(‘woman’). For authors without publicly available pronouns, a gender

determination was conducted by assigning inferred gender via publicly available photographs. Although authors whose gender expression

most approximates ‘woman’(‘man’) may identify as any number of genders, their gender is most likely to be ‘woman’(‘man’) and least likely

to be ‘man’(‘woman’). Authors for whom photographs were ambiguous or unavailable, or whose names could not be reliably matched to

one scholar, were marked as ‘unknown.’ Relative to this manual assignment, the accuracy of the automated gender assessment method can

be seen at the author level in Table S1, and the article level in Table S2.

Manual assessment

Automated assessment Man Woman Unknown

Man 140 5 7

Woman 2 42 4

Table S1. Accuracy of automated gender determination technique in a random sample of 200 authors.

Manual assessment

Automated assessment MM WM MW WW Unknown+M Unknown+W

MM 51 1 1 0 6 0

WM 0 18 0 1 3 0

MW 1 0 8 2 0 1

WW 0 0 1 5 0 1

Table S2. Accuracy of automated gender determination technique for assignment of papers to one of four gender categories in a random sample of 100 papers.
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Imputation of missing data under the null. The analyses presented in the main text were conducted on the 88% of papers (n = 54,226)

for which gender could be reliably assigned to both the first and last author. The remaining 12% of papers, for which the gender of at least

one author was unknown, were excluded from the primary analyses. We conducted a secondary analysis in which missing data were imputed

and estimates were computed on the full data.

To impute the missing author genders, the gender probabilities obtained from the GAM were used. This model estimated probabilities

that a given paper was MM, WM, MW, or WW based on its year of publication, the number of authors, the seniority of the authors, the

journal in which it was published, and whether it was a review article. If neither of a paper’s authors had an assigned gender, a gender

category was randomly assigned to it using the four GAM-estimated probabilities. If one of the paper’s authors had an assigned gender, one

of the two possible gender categories was randomly assigned to it using the two relevant GAM-estimated probabilities (e.g., if the first author

was a woman and the gender of the last author was unknown, either WM or WW would be assigned based on their relative GAM-estimated

probabilities). Importantly, this procedure inherently assumes the null of ‘no effect of author gender on citation patterns’ for all imputed data.

Thus, the estimates obtained in this sensitivity analysis are likely conservative.

This imputation process, combined with a bootstrapping procedure, was carried out 1000 times. Approximations of the mean effect

estimates and their 95% confidence intervals under this conservative missing data scheme were drawn from the resulting 1000 estimates. The

results are shown in Table S3, and can be compared to the main paper results found in Table S4.

MM teams W∪W teams WM teams MW teams WW teams

Effect Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI

MM paper citation rate +7.7% [7.1, 8.3] +2.8% [2.2, 3.4] +4.1% [3.5, 4.8] +2.9% [1.8, 3.9] -1.5% [-2.8, -0.3]

WM paper citation rate -9.0% [-10.1, -7.8] -4.8% [-5.9, -3.7] -5.2% [-6.6, -3.9] -6.2% [-8.2, -4.2] -1.9% [-4.1, 0.2]

MW paper citation rate -7.8% [-10.0, -5.8] +0.0% [-2.2, 2.0] -3.2% [-5.8, -0.5] +1.3% [-2.1, 4.7] +7.4% [3.4, 11.6]

WW paper citation rate -22.6% [-24.8, -20.3] -5.5% [-7.9, -3.0] -11.5% [-14.4, -8.6] -3.5% [-7.9, 1.2] +9.5% [4.0, 15.0]

MM overcitation trend

(perc. points per year) 0.49 [0.39, 0.60] 0.27 [0.16, 0.39] 0.31 [0.16, 0.46] 0.24 [0.02, 0.45] 0.26 [0.01, 0.52]

Unconditional MM

overcitation (perc. points) 5.2 [4.8, 5.7] - - 3.1 [2.6, 3.7] 2.5 [1.6, 3.3] -0.4 [-1.4, 0.5]

MM overcitation given

network (perc. points) 3.5 [3.0, 4.0] - - 2.1 [1.5, 2.7] 1.9 [1.0, 2.7] -0.3 [-1.2, 0.7]

Table S3. Table of main results after conservative imputation of missing data (no assumed gender imbalance within missing entries).

MM teams W∪W teams WM teams MW teams WW teams

Effect Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI

MM paper citation rate +8.0% [7.6, 8.5] +2.5% [2.0, 3.1] +4.0% [3.3, 4.7] +2.7% [1.6, 3.7] -2.0% [-3.3, -0.8]

WM paper citation rate -9.3% [-10.2, -8.3] -4.6% [-5.6, -3.7] -4.8% [-6.0, -3.5] -6.6% [-8.5, -4.6] -1.8% [-4.0, 0.5]

MW paper citation rate -9.0% [-10.6, -7.4] -0.1% [-2.0, 2.0] -4.0% [-6.3, -1.6] +2.1% [-1.4, 5.7] +8.2% [3.6, 12.5]

WW paper citation rate -23.4% [-25.4, -21.5] -4.2% [-6.4, -2.0] -11.4% [-14.2, -8.4] -1.1% [-6.2, 3.6] +12.2% [6.7, 17.8]

MM overcitation trend

(perc. points per year) 0.53 [0.42, 0.63] 0.29 [0.17, 0.40] 0.34 [0.19, 0.50] 0.23 [0.01, 0.48] 0.25 [-0.03, 0.53]

Unconditional MM

overcitation (perc. points) 5.5 [5.1, 5.9] - - 3.1 [2.6, 3.6] 2.3 [1.6, 2.9] -0.7 [-1.6, 0.3]

MM overcitation given

network (perc. points) 3.5 [3.1, 4.0] - - 2.0 [1.5, 2.6] 1.6 [0.8, 2.3] -0.3 [-1.0, 0.6]

Table S4. Table of main results under primary analysis strategy.
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Impact of weighting articles by length of reference list. The primary analyses conducted in this paper are conducted by either passively

or actively weighting articles’ contributions to estimates by the number of candidate citations present in their reference lists. For the first

sections, in which percent over/undercitation is calculated, this weighting is done passively by summing over all citations across citing papers.

In the section discussing social network effects, this weighting is done actively by running a quantile regression weighted by the number of

citations in an article. Although this weighting was done to stabilize the estimates in the face of articles with very few citations (i.e., percent

over/undercitation measures at an individual paper level are highly variable), it was of interest to ensure that the results were robust to this

decision. To test for robustness, we re-ran the primary analyses in the paper using unweighted article-level measures of over/undercitation, as

opposed to measures that relied on weighting or collapsing across all citations. These results are shown in Table S5, and can be compared to

the main paper results found in Table S4.

MM teams W∪W teams WM teams MW teams WW teams

Effect Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI

MM paper citation rate +7.1% [6.4, 7.7] +1.5% [0.8, 2.2] +2.9% [2.0, 3.8] +2.2% [0.8, 3.6] -3.0% [-4.6, -1.4]

WM paper citation rate -8.8% [-10.0, -7.6] -3.2% [-4.5, -1.9] -3.5% [-5.2, -1.8] -6.1% [-8.6, -3.5] +1.0% [-2.1, 4.0]

MW paper citation rate -6.8% [-9.0, -4.5] +0.2% [-1.9, 2.6] -2.8% [-5.9, 0.5] +4.2% [-0.9, 9.1] +4.3% [-1.0, 9.5]

WW paper citation rate -21.9% [-24.5, -19.3] -4.7% [-7.4, -2.0] -11.7% [-15.1, -8.1] -0.4% [-6.5, 5.4] +10.4% [4.2, 16.7]

MM overcitation trend

(perc. points per year) 0.39 [0.25, 0.52] 0.21 [0.07, 0.35] 0.17 [-0.03, 0.35] 0.26 [-0.04, 0.56] 0.25 [-0.08, 0.58]

Unconditional MM

overcitation (perc. points) 5.1 [4.7, 5.5] - - 2.5 [1.9, 3.0] 2.2 [1.4, 2.9] -0.8 [-1.7, 0.0]

MM overcitation given

network (perc. points) 3.3 [2.8, 3.7] - - 1.6 [1.0, 2.2] 1.8 [1.0, 2.5] -0.4 [-1.3, 0.5]

Table S5. Table of main results using unweighted article-level assessments of over/under citation.
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Rationale and impact of self-citation exclusion. For all analyses reported in the primary manuscript, self-citations were removed from

consideration. Although the potential for gendered patterns in self-citations is potentially interesting, their removal in this study allowed us

to isolate more comparable aspects of citation behavior between men and women in the field. Here we show additional results related to

self-citation behavior. First, to assess the impact that self-citations have on gendered citation behavior, we conducted the primary analyses of

over/undercitation without removing instances of self-citation. Here, we find that the inclusion of self-citations does not make a meaningful

difference in the overall over/undercitation patterns. Their inclusion does, however, create even larger differences between the citation

behavior of MM and W∪W teams (Figure S1), as self-citations necessarily increase the citation rate of men-led papers within MM reference

lists, and increase the citation rate of women-led papers within W∪W reference lists. To ensure that missed self-citations were not driving

the observed differences, we removed all citations in which the cited first or last author had the same last name as either the first or last author

of the citing paper (i.e., a very conservative removal of potential self-citations). This more expansive removal led to negligible change in the

primary results, suggesting that missed instances of self-citation were rare (Table S6).

Additionally, we examined potential gendered differences in the rate of self-citations across author genders. While a more thorough

version of this analysis was carried out in King et al., 2017 ("Men Set Their Own Cites High"), it may be of interest to the field to see the

results for neuroscience. We found that as a proportion of reference list length, MM and WM teams tended to self-cite at higher rates than

MW and WW teams. However, as a proportion of potential self-citations (i.e., count of authors’ previous citable papers), rates of self-citation

were relatively similar across groups (though still slightly higher in MM than WW; Table S7).

Fig. S1. Effect of self-citations on the distribution of citations across gender categories. (A) Overall over/undercitation of author gender categories excluding self-

citations (dotted) and including self-citations (colored). (B) Over/undercitation of author gender categories excluding and including self-citations within MM reference lists (top)

and W∪W reference lists (bottom).

Overall MM teams W∪W teams

Effect Primary Strict Primary Strict Primary Strict

MM paper citation rate +5.21% +5.21% +8.03% +8.01% +2.53% +2.56%

WM paper citation rate -6.69% -6.69% -9.26% -9.22% -4.63% -4.65%

MW paper citation rate -4.57% -4.59% -9.00% -8.96% -0.12% -0.16%

WW paper citation rate -13.92% -13.95% -23.43% -23.39% -4.23% -4.36%

Table S6. Potential impact of missed instances of self-citation.
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MM teams WM teams MW teams WW teams

Effect Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI

Mean self-citations by

reference list length 13.5% [13.2, 13.7] 13.6% [13.2, 14.0] 12.1% [11.5, 12.6] 10.8% [10.2, 11.3]

Median self-citations by

reference list length 9.1% [8.7, 9.1] 8.5% [8.3, 9.1] 7.2% [6.7, 7.7] 6.3% [5.6, 7.1]

Mean self-citations by

num. previous papers 17.0% [16.7, 17.3] 17.0% [16.6, 17.4] 17.8% [17.2, 18.5] 17.1% [16.3, 17.8]

Median self-citations by

num. previous papers 12.5% [11.8, 12.5] 11.7% [11.1, 12.5] 13.0% [12.1, 14.3] 10.9% [9.1, 12.5]

Table S7. Comparison of self-citation rates across author gender categories, relative to both the length of reference lists and the number of potential self-citations.
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Effect of varying definitions of self-citation. For the primary analyses, we defined self-citations as papers for which either the cited first

or last author was the first or last author on the citing paper (according to the previously described author name disambiguation procedure).

Although this is a somewhat restrictive definition, it is the only type of self-citation for which the author gender of the cited paper is necessarily

determined by the author gender of the citing paper. Here, we determine whether using broader definitions of self-citation has a meaningful

effect on the results. We consider two alternate definitions of self-citation. Broad - Citing defines self-citations as papers for which either

the cited first or last author was a co-author (not exclusively first/last) on the citing paper. Broad - Cited defines self-citations as cited papers

for which any co-authors (not exclusively first/last) were first or last author on the citing paper. Tables S8 and S9 illustrate that all possible

definitions yielded highly similar results.

Overall MM teams W∪W teams

Effect Primary Broad - Citing Primary Broad - Citing Primary Broad - Citing

MM paper citation rate +5.21% +5.18% +8.03% +8.01% +2.53% +2.48%

WM paper citation rate -6.69% -6.83% -9.26% -9.32% -4.63% -4.87%

MW paper citation rate -4.57% -4.26% -9.00% -8.89% -0.12% +0.52%

WW paper citation rate -13.92% -13.71% -23.43% -23.35% -4.23% -3.90%

Table S8. Effect of expanding the definition of self-citation to include additional papers. Primary analysis defined self-citation as cited papers for which the first or last

author is the first or last author on the citing paper. “Broad - Citing" analysis here refers to the process of defining self-citations as any papers for which the cited first or last

author is a co-author on the citing paper.

Overall MM teams W∪W teams

Effect Primary Broad - Cited Primary Broad - Cited Primary Broad - Cited

MM paper citation rate +5.21% +5.25% +8.03% +8.05% +2.53% +2.64%

WM paper citation rate -6.69% -6.83% -9.26% -9.27% -4.63% -5.00%

MW paper citation rate -4.57% -4.49% -9.00% -9.11% -0.12% +0.27%

WW paper citation rate -13.92% -14.14% -23.43% -23.77% -4.23% -4.42%

Table S9. Effect of expanding the definition of self-citation to include additional papers. Primary analysis defined self-citation as cited papers for which the first or last

author is the first or last author on the citing paper. “Broad - Cited" analysis here refers to the process of defining self-citations as any papers for which the citing first or last

author is a co-author on the cited paper.
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Construction of graph-preserving null model. To determine the extent to which observed effects could be explained by the structure

of the citation graph, a graph null model was constructed to assess significance of primary analyses. This null model was derived from

the randomization of cited papers’ author gender categories. To incorporate other characteristics of papers that may be relevant to citation

behavior, randomization was carried out by probabilistically drawing new gender categories for each paper according to their GAM-estimated

gender probabilities. Randomly sampling gender categories for each paper therefore produces a null model in which cited author gender is

conditionally independent of citation rates and citing author gender (conditional on the characteristics included in the GAM model), while

the structure of the citation graph and the long-tailed nature of the citation distribution are both preserved. 10,000 randomizations were

carried out, and p-values were calculated by taking the proportion of randomizations for which the absolute value of a given null estimate was

greater than the absolute value of its respective observed estimate. To account for multiple comparisons, reported p-values were corrected

according to the Holm-Bonferroni procedure. Figure S2 shows the null distributions for the primary citation imbalance measures overlaid on

the observed values. Table S10 for means and standard errors of all primary analyses across the 10,000 randomizations).

Fig. S2. Visualization of the distribution of citation behavior under the null hypothesis that citation is independent of cited author gender conditional on specific

paper characteristics. (A) Overall over/undercitation of author gender categories (colored bars) with the graph-preserving null distributions overlaid (translucent violins).

(B) Over/undercitation of author gender categories and overlaid null distributions within MM reference lists (top) and W∪W reference lists (bottom). (C) Difference between

citation rates within MM and W∪W reference lists and overlaid null distributions.
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Effect Est. Null mean Null SE Null 2.5/97.5%-interval

Overall - MM citation rate 5.21 0.00 0.93 [-1.84, 1.80]

Overall - WM citation rate -6.69 0.00 1.93 [-3.67, 3.85]

Overall - MW citation rate -4.57 0.04 3.38 [-6.25, 7.05]

Overall - WW citation rate -13.92 -0.05 3.73 [-7.06, 7.65]

MM ref. list - MM citation rate 8.03 0.00 0.97 [-1.89, 1.85]

MM ref. list - WM citation rate -9.26 0.00 2.01 [-3.80, 4.02]

MM ref. list - MW citation rate -9.00 0.04 3.55 [-6.63, 7.39]

MM ref. list - WW citation rate -23.43 -0.04 3.96 [-7.50, 8.05]

W∪W ref. list - MM citation rate 2.53 0.00 0.95 [-1.88, 1.85]

W∪W ref. list - WM citation rate -4.63 0.01 1.93 [-3.66, 3.83]

W∪W ref. list - MW citation rate -0.12 0.04 3.37 [-6.24, 7.07]

W∪W ref. list - WW citation rate -4.23 -0.06 3.73 [-7.06, 7.53]

MM/W∪W diff - MM citation rate 5.50 0.00 0.43 [-0.83, 0.83]

MM/W∪W diff - WM citation rate -4.63 -0.01 0.87 [-1.71, 1.69]

MM/W∪W diff - MW citation rate -8.88 0.00 1.58 [-3.13, 3.07]

MM/W∪W diff - WW citation rate -19.19 0.02 1.86 [-3.56, 3.71]

Overall - MM citation trend 0.41 0.00 0.09 [-0.17, 0.17]

MM ref. list - MM citation trend 0.54 0.00 0.10 [-0.19, 0.19]

W∪W ref. list - MM citation trend 0.29 0.00 0.09 [-0.17, 0.17]

MM/W∪W diff - MM citation trend 0.25 0.00 0.07 [-0.15, 0.15]

MM - MM uncond. overcitation 5.46 0.18 0.61 [-1.04, 1.38]

WM - MM uncond. overcitation 3.04 0.19 0.64 [-1.08, 1.45]

MW - MM uncond. overcitation 2.39 0.21 0.70 [-1.14, 1.56]

WW - MM uncond. overcitation -0.71 0.11 0.68 [-1.15, 1.50]

MM - MM network overcitation 3.50 0.19 0.61 [-1.02, 1.39]

WM - MM network overcitation 1.92 0.21 0.64 [-1.06, 1.43]

MW - MM network overcitation 1.60 0.22 0.71 [-1.18, 1.58]

WW - MM network overcitation -0.38 0.12 0.69 [-1.16, 1.53]

Table S10. Means, standard errors, and 2.5/97.5-percentiles of primary estimates over 10,000 randomizations of the graph-preserving null model.
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Potential confounding impact of research subfields. Though the role of neuroscience subfields is not directly accounted for within the

primary analyses, it is important to understand whether and to what extent relationships between gender and subfield confound our results.

To assess this possibility, we conducted a sensitivity analysis on a subset of Journal of Neuroscience papers. Journal of Neuroscience was

chosen because it contains the most articles within our dataset, and because it uses a consistent sub-disciplinary classification scheme for

its papers. Specifically, almost all of its papers are classified as either behavioral/systems, systems/circuits, neurobiology of disease, devel-

opment/plasticity/repair, behavioral/systems/cognitive, or cellular/molecular. Two separate author gender-predicting generalized additive

models (GAMs) were fit to the subset of 21,338 articles with one of these classifications. The first did not include the subfield classification,

and the second did. Estimates of the over/undercitation of author genders within these 21,338 articles were then calculated as per the primary

analyses using each estimated model. Figure S3 shows the results, with dashed lines indicating the results without subfield classifications

(i.e., the same model as was used in the primary manuscript), and colored bars indicating results after accounting for subfields. The results

suggest that subfields likely have little impact on either the extent of citation imbalance or the discrepancy in citation behavior across citing

author genders.

Fig. S3. Impact of research subfields on citation behavior, using a subset of Journal of Neuroscience papers with sub-disciplinary classifications. (A) Overall

over/undercitation of author gender categories before accounting for subfield (dotted) and after accounting for subfield (colored). (B) Over/undercitation of author gender

categories before and after accounting for subfield within MM reference lists (top) and W∪W reference lists (bottom).
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Potential differential effects among high- and low-citation papers. Because the citation distribution is long-tailed, it is of particu-

lar interest to determine whether the observed overcitation of men is driven primarily by a subset of highly cited papers, over whether

over/undercitation occurs relatively consistently for high- and low-citation papers. To address this question, we separately quantified

over/undercitation of author gender categories within the top 50% and bottom 50% of the citation distribution. In other words, papers in

the data were separated into two groups according to a median split (the median number of citations at time of data retrieval was 50), and

citation rates relative to expectation were assessed within each group according to the same procedure used for the primary analyses. While

the papers in the top half of the distribution accounted for three-quarters of all citations in the data, the patterns of over/undercitation were

similar for both sets (Figure S4). Specifically, below-median MM/WM/MW/WW papers were cited +4.8%, -2.2%, -6.6%, and -14.6% rela-

tive to expectation, while above-median papers were cited +5.3%, -7.6%, -4.1%, and -13.8% relative to expectation. This suggests that the

observed imbalance is not driven by a ‘rich club’ of highly cited papers by men.

Fig. S4. Citation behavior after stratifying cited papers by their status at the top or bottom of the citation distribution (by median split). (A) Overall over/undercitation

of author gender categories among low-citation (left, transparent) papers and high-citation (right, opaque) papers. (B) Over/undercitation of author gender categories among

low-citation papers and high-citation papers within MM reference lists (top) and W∪W reference lists (bottom).
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Role of seniority/productivity in network structure and MM overcitation. Scholars’ seniority and productivity have a potentially

important role in constructing the collaboration network and shaping citation behavior. Therefore, it was of interest to determine the extent

to which the most senior (i.e., in our data, most highly productive) scientists drive the network homophily and citation patterns. To assess

this possibility, we performed a median split of articles based on the total number of papers the first/last-author team had published within

the context of our dataset (i.e., top 5 journals, 1995-2018). For the purpose of the analysis, teams who published > 8 papers in this timespan

are referred to as more productive and teams who published ≤ 8 papers are referred to as less productive.

The network structure showed subtle differences between the two groups. More productive teams tended to have very slightly less

man-author overrepresentation within their networks (Figure S5A). Additionally, more productive teams tended to have higher MM-paper

overrepresentation in their networks when men were the last-author, and lower MM-paper overrepresentation when women were last-author

(Figure S5B). In terms of citation patterns, higher and lower productivity teams tended to show similar citation behavior across author genders

both before (Figure S5C) and after accounting for network effects (Figure S5D). Yet interestingly, the network structure of more productive

teams appeared to be more strongly associated with citation behavior than that of less productive teams (Figure S5D). Specifically, across

all papers, a one percentage point increase in MA overrepresentation corresponded to a 0.09 percentage point increase in MM overcitation.

When broken down by less/more productive teams, this value was 0.05 and 0.15, respectively. Similarly, across all papers, a one percentage

point increase in MM-paper overrepresentation corresponded to a 0.24 percentage point increase in MM overcitation. When broken down by

less/more productive teams, this value was 0.21 and 0.28, respectively. This finding may suggest that more senior authors’ citation behavior

is more closely tied to the structure of their social networks.

Fig. S5. Relationship between seniority/productivity, network structure, and citation patterns. (A) Man-author overrepresentation by author gender among low

productivity (left, transparent) and high productivity (right, opaque) teams. (B) MM-paper overrepresentation by author gender among low productivity and high productivity

teams. (C) Overcitation of MM papers (not accounting for network structure) by author gender among low productivity and high productivity teams. Shows similar patterns

of citation between low and high seniority/productivity teams. (D) Overcitation of MM papers by author gender, after accounting for network structure. Shows that network

structure explains more of the citation imbalance within high productivity teams than low productivity teams.
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Quantile regression vs. linear regression for estimating MM overcitation. The analyses in the “The relationship between social

networks and citation behavior" section were conducted using quantile regression to fit the conditional median of the outcome. Quantile

regression was chosen, as opposed to linear regression, because of the bounded and skewed nature of the outcome measure. However, to

ensure that the results are robust to this modeling choice, here we compare the results of that section using quantile regression to the results

that would be obtained using linear regression. Table S11 shows that the results, while somewhat attenuated using linear regression, are

consistent with the results obtained with quantile regression.

MM teams WM teams MW teams WW teams

Effect Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI Est. 95% CI

Unconditional median MM

overcitation (perc. points) 5.5 [5.1, 5.9] 3.1 [2.6, 3.6] 2.3 [1.6, 3.0] -0.7 [-1.6, 0.3]

Median MM overcitation given

network (perc. points) 3.5 [3.1, 3.9] 2.0 [1.5, 2.6] 1.6 [0.8, 2.3] -0.3 [-1.0, 0.6]

Unconditional mean MM

overcitation (perc. points) 4.7 [4.4, 5.0] 2.4 [2.0, 2.8] 1.6 [0.9, 2.2] -1.2 [-2.0, -0.4]

Mean MM overcitation given

network (perc. points) 3.1 [2.8, 3.4] 1.3 [0.9, 1.8] 1.2 [0.6, 1.9] -1.2 [-2.0, -0.4]

Table S11. Comparison between overcitation results obtained using quantile regression and linear regression.
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